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Wyoming is the heart of the American West. Experience the wild spirit of Wyoming with

Benchmark's Wyoming Road and Recreation Atlas. No other map product can better portray

Wyoming's rugged, sky-scraping peaks, or the vast openness where the deer and the antelope

really do play! Benchmark's field-checked Landscape Maps clearly depict the terrain, and pinpoint

the many backroads that crisscross the state. The Recreation Guide details the many outstanding

recreation destinations and opportunities within.Map Scale = 1:250,000 & 1:750,000Sheet Size =

11" x 16"
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Founded in 1915 as the Cartographic Group, the first division of National Geographic, National

Geographic Maps has been responsible for illustrating the world around us through the art and

science of mapmaking.Today, National Geographic Maps continues this mission by creating the

world's best wall maps, recreation maps, atlases, and globes which inspire people to care about and

explore their world.

I travel on backroads all over the US, and as a result I'm forced to use the Delorme in the east,

where Benchmarks aren't available. Every time I look at one of the Delormes, I am nagged by a

terrible longing for the Benchmark.Also, the Benchmarks contain far more detail. On the Delormes,

most of the smaller backroads aren't labeled. On the Benchmark they are. Plus, it is an infinitely



more beautifully example of cartography.I have nothing but praise for the Benchmark series. They're

in a class of their own.

We have used the Wyoming Benchmark Road & Recreation Atlas so many times more than we had

original thought when purchased. It is a must if you are an outdoors-man, camping , fishing, hiking

or just like the off roads. It has saved us many hours of confusion and great to use as a planner. We

love it to pick where we will go for the next weekend off. Recommend if you are in or will be going

off road in Wyoming.

Excellent atlas for any kind of camping or off-roading! The standard "Delorme Gazetteer" map

books have always been my go-to maps for camping and off-roading, (and they still are) but I'm

starting to rethink it after using this version. They are simply more "information dense" than the

standard Delormes. That "information density" means that when you look at it at first, it can be a

little bit overwhelming, but when you take a few minutes to study the legend page for the maps, you

realize that you have much more info available for eyeballing.

Fore traveling or research, the Benchmark atlases are an excellent source of information.

Topographical features and important locations are readily available. Highways, byways, ranch

roads and trails are included that make these a valuable resource for off road travel where Internet

products are not available. I would highly recommend that drivers carry these atlases when traveling

as an emergency resource.

You can not beat the Benchmark Atlas. It has great detail and lots of useful information. I like the

way it is organized into a section that is a recreation guide listing the top attractions in different parts

of the state and a more detail topo map section. Well worth the money for those of us who like to get

off the beaten path. Right now these maps only cover the western states. I hope they expand to

cover the rest of the country.

We used this book to explore the magnificent countryside away from the interstates. It was

incredible. The book helped us to find campgrounds off the beaten path and sights other than the

well-publicized attractions. An excellent travel resource.

I just bought this brand for the first time to go with a Delorme version I bought and I think it's pretty



good. Using both of them together will give the best info.

My husband and I are rock hounders and always looking for roads to explore. It helps to be familiar

with the area while using the map, but it still help with navigation. It at least provides you an idea as

to where the BLM areas are located.
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